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Graphics, animation and code for the new
odometer. You can easily use the component's
background, or you can create your own
background. The graphic can be placed
anywhere in the form. You can customize the
styling of the graphic, e.g. the font, text color,
and number of digits. ￭ Let the user program
Compatible with Windows XP (Service Pack 3),
Windows Vista (Service Pack 2), and Windows
7 (Service Pack 1). ￭ Now includes a readonly
control with a number of events that can be
programmed to perform the odometer's
action. You can create an event handler to
update the value in real time. ￭ Odometer can
be fully edited in Windows Form Designer No
license fee ￭ C++ version included GMSI.NET
Odometer Component 2022 Crack Features: ￭
The odometer component represents a rolling
number which moves incrementally, starting
at 0. ￭ The number is stored in a ListControl
and a TextBox together. ￭ The graphic can be
placed anywhere in the form ￭ The graphic
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can be disabled or enabled ￭ A background
color can be assigned ￭ The rate of increment
can be controlled, and the amount of digits is
configurable ￭ The reset button allows the
user to reset the number back to 0 ￭ The
component is compatible with Windows XP,
Windows Vista and Windows 7 ￭ The
component can be used with or without help
from the GMSI.NET QuickMaker, even if you do
not have the Layout tool installed ￭ Let the
user program The graphic can be used for any
other kind of GMSI.NET control. For example,
you could use it as background for other
controls, or create a User Control which can be
placed anywhere in a form. ￭ It supports both
re-sizing the graphic, and re-sizing the form ￭
The control can be used in you own projects,
which means that it does not depend on
GMSI.NET Designer for anything ￭ The control
now includes a readonly control with a number
of events that can be programmed to perform
the odometer's action. You can create an
event handler to update the value in real time.
￭ Odometer can be fully edited in Windows
Form Designer No license fee ￭ C++ version
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GMSI.NET Otter Component is a component
designed to simulate a t-bar meter. Numbers
"roll" for a realistic visual effect. The font,
number of digits, colors, and title are user-
definable. Besides, the component has the
title, history data(records) and user options.
Limitations: ￭ 30 day evaluation GMSI.NET
Otter Component Description: GMSI.NET
Totem Component is a component designed to
simulate a t-bar meter. Numbers "roll" for a
realistic visual effect. The font, number of
digits, colors, and title are user-definable.
Besides, the component has the title, history
data(records) and user options. Limitations: ￭
30 day evaluation GMSI.NET Totem
Component Description: GMSI.NET Time
component is a clock component that displays
the current time, shows the time on the
minute, hour, day, month, year and on-off
functions. The clock can display the running
time of a running process that was launched a
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long time ago, can be set to automatically
update every minute, hour, day, month and
year and can display the current time right on
the main menu screen. Besides, you can set
up the time format. Limitations: ￭ 30 day
evaluation GMSI.NET Time Component
Description: GMSI.NET Truck Component is a
component designed to simulate a t-bar
meter. Numbers "roll" for a realistic visual
effect. The font, number of digits, colors, and
title are user-definable. Besides, the
component has the title, history data(records)
and user options. Limitations: ￭ 30 day
evaluation GMSI.NET Truck Component
Description: GMSI.NET Vibration component
was designed to simulate an automobile's
vibration system. Numbers "roll" for a realistic
visual effect. The font, number of digits,
colors, and reset button are user-definable.
Double-buffering technology provides fast
updates and continuous, jitter-free display.
Limitations: ￭ 30 day evaluation GMSI.NET
Vibration Component Description: GMSI.NET
Visual Clock is a clock component that
displays the current time, shows the time on
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the minute, hour, day, month, year and on-off
functions. b7e8fdf5c8
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GMSI.NET Odometer Component

GMSI.NET Odometer Component will add an
odometer to your website to provide an
instantaneous visual representation of a
number that will roll. The odometer can be
redefined to any number of digits, decimal
places, font, background color, and button
colors. Odometer is an inexpensive way to
enhance your look and feel, and allow users to
calculate real, up-to-the-minute, mileage for
your application or website. This component
has no query logic, it only updates when
called. Please refer to the demonstration file
or the documentation for more details. (For
customers in Australia, Ontario, Japan, the UK,
or other countries outside of the United
States, see the Add-on and International.htm
page) GMSI.NET Odometer Component
Version 1.1 * GMSI.NET Odometer Component
has been updated to version 1.1. Please
upgrade to the latest version. * Odometer has
been extended to support user-defined
number type and number of decimal places. *
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Odometer has been extended to support
transparency, both of the background and
numbers. * Odometer can now be animated. *
Odometer has been redesigned to be
compatible with browser compatibility. IE 6+
is supported. * Animated odometer can now
have animation quality from 1 to 8. * Support
library has been optimized to provide better
performance. * GMSI.NET Odometer
Component is compatible with ASP.NET MVC. *
Odometer has been translated to more than
ten languages. * GMSI.NET Odometer
Component is now extended to support Visual
Studio Server. * GMSI.NET Odometer
Component is now extended to support
Interactive Server. * Code modification may be
needed depending on application's
programming language. * GMSI.NET Odometer
Component does not require a DLL, which
reduces system requirements, particularly
when compared to the CGI variant. * GMSI.NET
Odometer Component supports IE5.5+ and
Firefox 2.x+ browsers. * Additional features to
be released later. Documentation: To
download the documentation, please visit the
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Google Code website. A sample configuration
file "i_odometer.xml" has been included and
demonstrates usage of GMSI.NET Odometer
Component. This file can be used as the
template to change the configuration of the
odometer. This

What's New In GMSI.NET Odometer Component?

Easy to use, force-feedback, odometer widget
for ASP.NET. Lightweight, and simple to use.
Include this widget in your application and
receive updates to the current odometer value
each time the user is connected to the
Internet. Easy to use, feedback is smooth, and
the numbers for the odometer "spin" for the
realistic visual effect. Intuitive navigation, you
can change the size, color, font, and position
of the number without modifying the look of
the control. Validated control, compatible with
all ASP.NET Templates for themeing the
control, allowing you to create a unique look
for your application. Double-buffering: each
time a number is updated, GMSI.NET refreshes
the widget and all the other numbers are
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updated as well, to ensure the effect is
continuous and jitter-free. Driverless: no
device driver, no direct connection between
the host and device, no data transfer, and no
possibility of DDOS attacks. Globalization:
numbers are correctly converted to your own
regional settings. No WMI, no DLL files, no
installation. Compatible with all Windows
operating systems and controls. Works with IE,
Firefox, Opera, Safari, Chrome, etc. Supports
ASP.NET and ASP.NET MVC. Saving and
restoring the odometer value between web
sessions, or opening and closing the web
page. Measurement of mileage and distance.
Determines the best method to find the
location of the device on a map (google Maps
or MapQuest). Characteristics: Simple and
intuitive. Can be used as Odometer
component: Active or Inactive, floating or Link
to a web page. Seamless integration. Force-
feedback. Mouse-wheel support. Can be
included in the masterpage or in a child. Read
mouse position. Transparent. VisualFeedback,
numbers "roll" for the realistic visual effect.
History: ￭ 6 months of evaluation GMSI.NET
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Odometer Component has more features than
any other odometer widget for.NET. ￭ More
than 27k users GMSI.NET Odometer has been
used on websites such as: ￭ Easy to use, force-
feedback, odometer widget for ASP.NET.
Lightweight, and simple to use. Include this
widget in your application and
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System Requirements For GMSI.NET Odometer Component:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, 8.1, 10 (32-bit and
64-bit) Processor: 1.6 GHz or faster Memory: 1
GB Graphics: DirectX 9 or later, OpenGL 2.0 or
later, or Software Rendering DirectX: Version
11 Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: At least 10 MB of free disk space
Recommended: Processor:
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